Abstract. Feature-oriented modelling is a well-known approach for Software Product Line (SPL) development. It is a widely used method when developing groups of related software. With an SPL approach, the development of a software product is quicker, less expensive and of higher quality than a one-off development since much effort is re-used. However, this approach is not common in formal methods development, which is generally high cost and time consuming, yet crucial in the development of critical systems. We present a method to integrate feature-oriented development with the formal specification language Event-B. Our approach allows the user to map a feature from the feature model to an Event-B component, which contains a formal specification of that feature. We also present some patterns, which assist the user in the modelling of Event-B components. We describe a composition process which consists of the user selecting an instance in the feature model and then constructing this instance in Event-B. While composing, the user may also discharge new composition proof obligations in order to ensure the model is consistent. The model is then constructed using a number of composition rules.
Introduction
Current critical systems have become more complex and more common, which requires them to be developed more efficiently and preferably with the application of formal methods to ensure a safer system. The development with formal methods is very time-consuming and costly, so in many cases formal methods are not used. In our work we use the formal method Event-B [1] , which is based on first-order logic and set theory. It is structured into a dynamic part (describing system behaviour) and a static part (describing contant data and types). The dynamic part is referred to as a machine, and the static part is called a context. Event-B is supported by the open tool Rodin 1 . In non-critical systems, it is common to use SPL development techniques to save time and develop better software faster. One such approach is feature modelling [2] , which is used to structure a set of related software products into common and variable requirements, referred to as features. The feature diagram can be used to generate instances of the software family; this is done by the selection of different features within the diagram.
Currently, the development of Event-B models is a time-consuming task, which requires a lot of proof. Our motivation is to reduce the development time and to considerably reduce reproof by reusing Event-B components for which proof obligations have been discharged. During the process of composition, composition proof obligations can be discharged. By experimentation we have shown that a lot of the original proof obligations do not have to be reproved during composition, thus saving a lot of prover resources.
An extended version of this paper is available from [3] .
Process
In Figure 1 we present the composition process. The feature model is formed by features which may be associated with Event-B components. The composition process entails a subset of features to be selected from the feature model to form a feature model instance, thereby selecting several of these Event-B components. These components are composed pair-wise, and composition proof obligations can be discharged to prove properties and to ensure consistency of the composition. The final Event-B machine represents the formal specification which is associated with the feature model instance and is obtained by composing these components. 
Integration of Feature Models and Event-B
In order to link feature models with Event-B, we develop Event-B components which represent features in a feature model and that can be linked to them by name. Only leaf node features can be mapped to an Event-B component. We have developed a number of Event-B modelling patterns which provide guidelines that help the construction of single Event-B components. An Event-B component may consist of zero or more contexts, but must be consistent and independent of any other components. Refinement is also currently not supported. All proof obligations for a component must be discharged.
Proof and Composition
Composition of components is n-wise, if more than two features that are mapped to components are selected in the feature model. The composition process, however is pair-wise. This means that always two components are composed. All proof obligations for a component have been discharged during the creation of a component, however, when composing two components, new proof obligations may come up. We will refer to these as composition proof obligations. Proof obligations that are only concerned with one component are referred to as component proof obligations. Composition proof obligations are proof obligations that can be discharged during composition of two components. They are based on component proof obligations and their task is to reduce reproof of component proof obligations.
Once composition proof obligations have been discharged, the two components can be composed. We have developed a number of composition rules that can be applied to the composition of Event-B contexts and machines. The outcome of composition is one single Event-B model.
Conclusion and Future Work
Our work demonstrates the integration of feature models and Event-B, thus enabling SPL development for formal methods and providing a way to prove certain properties about a composition. Currently our work is fundamentally theoretical, however we have been collaborating in the development of a Rodin plugin to integrate this theoretical approach with the Rodin platform. This plugin contains a composition tool, and in future will support feature model editing and an instance generator [4, 5] .
